In this paper we firstly improve the homogeneous balance method due to Wang, which was only used to obtain single soliton solutions o f nonlinear evolution equations, and apply it to (2 + 1 )-dimensional Broer-Kaup (BK) equations such that a Backlund transformation is found again. Considering further the obtained Backlund transformation, the relations are deduced among BK eqautions, well-known Burgers equations and linear heat equations. Finally, abundant multiple soliton-like solutions and infinite rational solutions are obtained from the relations.
Introduction
Presently more attention is paid on the study of Backlund transformations, Lax pairs, symmetries, conservation laws, Painleve tests, bi-Hamiltonian structures, integrability, similarity reduction, exact solutions, etc. for nonlinear evolution equations in soliton theory and dynamical systems [1] . Recently, starting from the symmetry of the KP equation [2, 3] , the (2+l)-dimensional Broer-Kaup equation [2, 3] Hty + 2 (HHx)y + 2 Gxx -Hxxy -0, Gt + 2 (GH)X + Gxx = 0 ( 1) (2) was presented. The Painleve property and infinity of many truncated symmetries with arbitrary functions of t are, respectively, discussed [4] for (1) and (2) by using the WTC approach [5] and the formal series symmetry method [6] . Recently we obtained some single soliton-like solutions of (1) and (2) [7] .Wang presented a powerful homogeneous balance method to obtain solitary wave solutions of the given NEEs. However, Wang used this method only to find sin gle solitary wave solutions [8] . Zhang [9] extended the homogeneous balance method to dispersive long wave equations so that multiple soliton solutions are found. We extended the method to the KPP equa tion, WBK equation, etc., so that some new results were derived [10, 11] . A natural problem is whether there are other types of solutions based on the homo geneous balance method. To solve the problem, we must seek new transformations by which more new exact solutions can be obtained.
In this paper, we would like to further generalize this method [8] and apply it to investigate the Back lund transformation, non-local symmetry and mul tiple soliton-like solutions of the (2+l)-dimensional Broer-Kaup equation (1) and (2) . The method is re markably straightforward and can also be applied to other equations.
Leading to a Backlund Transformation and Some Relations
By using the idea of the WTC method [5] or the homogeneous balance method [8 -11 ] , in order to bal ance the terms Hxxy, (HHx)y and Gxx in (1) and the term Gxx and (GH)X in (2), respectively, we suppose that (1) and (2) have solutions in the forms H(x, y, t) = -h[w(x, y, t)]+H0 = tiwx+H0, (3) dx G(x, y, t) = -j-g[w(x, y, i)] + G0 dxdy in which the functions H(x, y, t) and G(x, y, t) are nonlinear and dispersive effects in (1) and (2) can be expressed by two functions h(w) and g(w) of one partially balanced by using (3) and (4) . Thus the task argument w(x,y,t) only, where h(w), g(w), Ho = in the following is to seek for the functions h(w),g(w), H0(x, y, t) and G0 = Go(x, y, t) are functions to be w(x, y, t), Ho and Go such that (3) and (4) actually determined later. Next we would like to know if the satisfy (1) and (2) .
With the aid of Mathematica, we can easily deduce that from (3) and (4) Hty = h'"wxwywt + h"wxywt + h" w xw ty + h"wywxt + h'wxyt + H0ty,
(.HHx)y = HxHy + HHxy = (h"2 + h'h'")wlwy + 3ti h"w2x wxy + 2h! h"wxwxxwy + h" Hqvw2 x ■ I-h wxxwxy + h wxwxxy 4" h HowxWy ■ + ■ 2h HqwxwXy + h HouixxWy ■ I-h HowXXy + h Hoyivxx + h HqxwxWy h HqxwXy + h HoXyWx + HqxHoy^ (6) Gxx Q wxwy + 3g wxw xy~¥3g w xw y w x x '¥3g wxywxx~\~3g w xw xxy + g WyWxxx + g wXXXy'¥GoXXi (7) Hxxy = ti,"wlWy+3ti"wlwxy+3ti"WxWyWxx+3ti'WxyWxx+3ti'WxWxxy + ti'WyWxxx+tiWxxxy+H0xxy, (8) Gt = g'"wxwywt + g"wxywt + g"wxwty + g"wywxt + g'wxyt + G0t,
(GH)X = GXH + GHX = (h'g'" + g"h")wlwy + (2 tig" + h" g')w2x wxy + 2 ti g"wxwywxx + tig'wxwxxy + g"' H0w2x wy + 2 g"H0wxwxy + g"H0wxxwy + g'H0wXXy + tig'wxxwxy + h'G0wl + tiG0wxx ■f-h Goxwx 4" g HoxwxWy + g HqxwXy GoHqx + HqGqx•
Substituting ( 5 -1 0 ) into (1) and (2) , and collecting all the homogeneous terms in partial derivatives of w(x,y,t), we get 
[g"" + 2 (tig'" + h"g")]wlwy + [3 g"'w2x wxy + 3 g'"wxwywxx + 2(2 h'g"w2wxy + 2 h'g"wxwywxx ■ H g H0wxWy + h g wxwxy) g wx'iLyW t\ + [3^ wxxwxy + 3g wxwxxy + g WyWxxx + 2(h g wxxwxy + h'2wxwxxy + 2 g"Howxwxy + g" H0wywxx + h"Gow2 x + g"H0xwxwy) + g"wxywt + g"wxwyt + g"wywxt\ + [g wXXXy + 2(h Goxwx + g HoxwXy + g HqwXXy + g wXyt + h Gqwxx)]
From (11) and (12) we can learn that the nonlinear terms and the highest order partial derivatives terms in (1) and (2) have been balanced by using (3) and (4).
To determine the functions h(w) and g(w), we set f h(w) = In w(x, y, £), the coefficients of the term w].wy in (11) and (12) to j g(w) = \ nw(x,y,t), zero, respectively, yields a system of order differential equations of h(w) and q(w) r . . u u n i *• M ^ for which, this we have the following relations
= ~2 h'"' 9 " = h'"' h'2 = _ /l" ' ^ = h>' (15) which have the solutions " u" u, " 1 m un , 1 m w > n _____________________________________________ 9 =h , h g = --g ,h g = --g ,h g = -g .
According to the relations (13 -15) , (11) and (12) 
spectively, such that the following system of equations with respect to w(x, y, t) is given: wxwy(wxx + 2 H0wx + wt) = 0,
wxwy(wxx + 2HqWx + Wt) = 0,
wxytwxx + 2Hqwx + wt) + wx(wxx + 2HqWx + wt)y Wxy( w xx + 2Howx + wt) + Wx (w xx + 2H0wx + wt)y + wy(.wxx + 2H0wx + Wt) = 0,
+ wy(wxx+2H0wx + w t) = 0,
Hoty~^~2Goxx~^~2HQxHoym \~2HoHoxy Hoxxy -0 , (21)
and (Ho, Go = Hqv) is a solution o f(l) and (2). Therew,t (w" + 2H0wx + «,«) + » , ( » . , » + 2H0WIV fore; substituting (14) into (3) and (4) G(x, y,t) = -jL-------+ G0(x, y, t) ,
where w = w(x, y, t) satisfies (25 -27).
In order to use the obtained transformation to seek Case 2: Setting H0 = w and G0 = wy, from (25 -29), exact solution of (1) and (2) which is a relation between (1), (2) and the linear Wt + ^WWx +w*x ~ (34) generalized heat equation
Remark: If we know a solution of (31) or (33), then the corresponding solution of (1) and (2) can be obtained wt + qwx + wxx -.
(31) by using the Backlund transformation (30) or (32). In what follows, we would like to consider solutions of
system (1) and (2) by using this idea.
Exact Solutions-Soliton Solution and Rational Solutions
Case A: From (31), we can deduce the special solution 
ao(y) + E i i ai(y) exp[ki(y)x + l(y) -(kj(y) + 2H0ki(y))t + c]

E i i ai(y)ki( < y)exp(£i)[a'0(y) + E i i W v ) + <*&(#)) exp(&)] (36) {aoiy) + E i l ai exp[ki(y)x + U(y) -{k}{y) + 2h0ki(y))t + c]}2 ' where & = ki(y)x + hiy) -(kt(y)2 + 2hokl{y))t + c, £[(y) = k\(y)x -2(ki(y)k'i(y) + h0kt(y))t + l'{(y).
If we take ki(y) = kt = const, and U(y) = Uy, U = const. a3(y) = const. (j = 0, 1,2, ...n) in (35) and (36), we can find the new multiple soliton solutions of (1) and (2) Case la: When n = 1, a\ > 0, we obtain kink-shaped soliton solutions and bell-shaped soliton solutions of (D a n (2): (38a) (38b) Figure 3 is a plot of (38a) and shows a singular soliton solution in (2+l)-dimensions at t -0 with k\ -2, l\ = l , a i = 1, ho = c = 0. Figure 4 is a plot of (38b) and shows a singulär soliton solution in (2+1 )-dimensions at t = 0 with the same conditions as Figure 3 . These singular solutions develop a singularity at a finite point, i. e., for fixed t = 0, there always exist x = xo, y = yo at which the solutions blow up.
Case 2:
As n = 2, we get double-soliton solutions of (1) an (2): H3(x, y, t) = ----------------------+ 
(39b) Figure 5 is a plot of (39a) and shows a soliton solution in (2+l)-dimensions at t = 0 with k\ = 1, k2 = 2, /j = l2 = -90, a\ = a2 = I, ho = c = 0. Figure 6 is a plot of (39b) and shows a singular soliton solution in (2+l)-dimensions at t = 0 with ki = 1, k2 = 2, Zi = 2, l2 = 1, ai = a2 = 1, fro = c = 0.
Case 3: When n = 3, we get tri-soliton solutions of (1) an (2): a i i exp(£i) + a 2A r2 exp(£2) + a 3 fc3 exp(£3)
H^{x, y , t)
where £3 = fc3£ + /3y -(k\ + 2hok3)t + c.
The properties of the two solutions are similar to the solutions (39a) and (39b). For the cases n > 3, we omit them here. Thus we obtain a rational solutions of (1) and (2) from (30) and (47):
f r vn H ( x ,y ,t) = ------------------------------------y --4 -----------------------------------------------,
f , * )
G(x, y, t) = ------------------------------------y -------------------------------------------------
In particular, when n = 1, the solutions (48a) and (48b) reduce to 0i(2/)(* + 0 + 02(2/) t f 6(z, 2/, 0 = 9 is a plot of (49a) and shows a singular so lution in (2+l)-dimensions at t = 0 with g\ = y3, #2 = 3y2, <?3 = 3y, ho = 0. Figure 10 is a plot of (49b) and shows a singular soliton solution in (2+1)-dimensions at t = 0 with the conditions as Fig.9 . These singular solutions develop a singularity at a fi nite point, i.e., for the fixed t = 0, there always exist x = xo, y = yo at which the solutions blow up.
Conclusions
In summary, we have obtained the multiple soliton-like solutions containing multiple soliton solu tions and infinite rational solutions for the Broer-Kaup equation in (2+l)-dimensional space. These solutions may play an important role for the explanation of some practical physical problems. The obtained sin gular solutions develop a singularity at a finite point, Fig. 10 i. e., for any fixed t = to there always exists an x = xq at which the solutions blow up. There is much cur rent interest in the so-called "hot spots" or "blow-up" phenomena [12 -14] . It appears that the singular so lution will model the physical phenomena. Of course, the way can be also extended to other nonlinear wave equations, such as the (2+l)-extension of the classi cal Boussinesq system [15] . This should be further considered.
